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This paper gives a new method for constructing imbeddings of graphs which are “nearly” 
coverings of given imbedded graphs. The method is based on the dual theories of current 
graphs and voltage graphs. Some applications are given, in particular the following theorem: 
Let G be any graph which has a triangular imbedding in the sphere. Then there are infinitely 
many integers n for which the composition G[nK,] has a triangular (orientable surface) 
imbeddinp. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the dual theories of current graphs 
aad voltage graphs, and their applications to tne problem of imbedding graphs in 
surfaces. (For an introduction to this theory, the reader may consult our refer- 
ences.) 
Our point of departure is the following theorem of Gross and Tucker [6]: For 
any graph covering map p : K + K and any cellular imbedding of K in a surface S, 
there is a unique surface 3 and cellular imbedding of R in $ such that y extends 
to a branched covering of the surface 3 over the surface S. 
This theorem is usually used to obtain imbeddings of a given graph g by 
“lifting” imbeddings of simpler “quotient graphs” K. (See [5].) Here we shall 
generalize the notion of graph coverings to “wrapped quasi-coverings” of graphs, 
and similarly obtain imbeddings of given graphs (such as K,,,,,,,) from those of 
corresponding “quotients” (such as &). 
For convenience, we adopt some definitions and terminology of Gross and 
Tucker [6]. 
1. Wrapped quasi-coverings 
A graph K has finitely many vertices and edges, possibly including multiple 
edges and loops. (If K has no loops or multipJe edges, we say K is simplicial.) We 
think of a graph as being imbedded in some Euclidean space (such as N3) with its 
vertices represented by points and its edges being represented by homeomorphic 
images of non&generate line segments. The interior of an edge (henceforth called 
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an l)prr edge) is homeomorphic to a nonempty open interval of the real line, and 
so it can unambiguouslly be directed (in one of two ways) - even if the edge is a 
loop. The graph is diwcted if each of its edges has been assigned a preferred 
dtt~~rion. An oriented edge e is a directed edge, having either the preferred 
direction or the opposite of the preferred direction; and e-’ denotes the oriented 
edge directed opposite to e. (Thus K has twice as many oriented edges as edges.) 
If K is directed and u is a vertex of K, then the ourdegree d’( ZJ) (indegree d-(u)) is 
the number of edges incident from (to) u, i.e. whose preferred direction leads out 
of (respectively, into) o. The degree d(u) = d’(u) + d-(u). A lool-, at u contributes 
-+- 1 to each of cl-(u) and d’(u), since it is incident both t3 and from u. 
Lc? K md L be directed graphs, with L connected and K having no isolated 
vertices. A graj~h map f : K --3 L is a continuous surjective function which maps 
each open edge of K homeomorphically onto an open edge of L (and so maps the 
vertices of K onto those of L.). It is a quasi-covering if there is a positive integer 
N such that for every open edge e of L there are exactly N open edges of K in 
f ‘(~1. The graph map f is &e&on preserving if each oriented edge e with the 
preferred drrection in K is mapped to f(e) in the sense of its preferred direction in 
L. 
A wrapped quasi-couering (wqc) is a direction preserving quasi-covering with 
the fullowing property: For each vertex u of L, if f- ‘(u) = {u,, . . . , u,) (where r 
depends on u), then there exist positive integers 8:. . . . , 6, such that (for i = 
1 ‘-7 
f;dml 
I) for each edge e of 1, with preferred direction incident to (respectively, 
t’, there are exactly Si edges of K in f-‘(e) incident to (from) Vi. Note that a 
loop at u has preferred direction incident both to and from u, and so it must lift 
both io 8, edges to u, and Sj edges from vi, some of which (loops at Vi) may 
coincide: that is, a loop e at 0 in L will lift to S,-ri 100ps af Ui, fi non-loops from Ui 
to VkNJs I+, and Zi non-IOOpS t0 Ui from Various vTk9 where 0 S ?i S Si. 
The integer Si is called the wrapping index at Ui over u. Note that a1 + l l l + 6, = 
N, where If- ‘(e)l= N for edges e of L. If a11 Sr, . . . , S, are equal to 1, then (for 
i=l,.... r) some neighborhood of Ui is mapped homeomorphically onto a 
neighborhood of u, and we say that u is an ordinary vertex of L relative to E; if 
some 6, > 1, then u is a singular vertex of L relative to f. Ilt e.iery vertex of L is 
ordinary, then f is a couering map in the sense of Gross and Tucker [6], and the 
restriction of f to each component of K is a covering map in the usual sense of 
topologists. 
We note that a wrapped quasi-covering f : K + L can be obtained from a 
covering f’ : K’ --* L by identifying points in f’-‘(u) for various vertices u of L; and 
convcrscly. each wrapped quasi-covering arises in this way. That is, f is a wqc if 
and only if there is some such covering mar f’ and a graph homomorphism (see 
[7. pa 1431) h :K’ -+ K such that f’ = fct. 
in a sequel paper [9], we develop the theory Jf quasi-cov zrings and wrapped 
quasi-coverings, and prove some theorems, a couple of \vhich will be stated 
(with k proof) and applied below. The main result (Theorem 1) on which our 
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applications are based involves the notion of lifting a “rotation” of L to a 
corresponding “wrapped rotation” of a wqc L over L. 
Let f : L 3 L be a wqc, and let <p be a rotation on L (that is, <p assigns io each 
vertex u of L a cyclic permutation qpu of the oriented edges of L incident from u). 
If cpU = (e,, . . . , e,,,) and vi E f-‘(u) has wrapping index 6i, then let e\(j), . . . , e:,,(j) 
(forj=l,..., Si) be the oriented edges from 211 such that ei,( l), . . . . ek(6i) are in 
f-‘(e,), for k = 1,. . . , m. An admissible wrapoed rotation cpVi at Ui, derivert from cp, 
has the form 
%, = (e;(l), 4(l), . . . , e&(l), l l l , f?ii&), ei(i$), . . . , eL,(i$)). 
[That is, the rotation at Ui must map via f “cyclically” onto e,, ez, . . . , e,,,, 
e,, e,, . . . , e, . . . , SO that it “wrE.ps around” Si times.] If Si > :, then there are 
many different derived wrapped rotations possible for Ui, due to the IIOEL~~~C- 
ness in numbering the ek(j). If 8, = 1, there is only one such derived rotation, 
namely the usual one arising as in coverings. It is now possible to state Theoram 1 
(whose proof is not, difficult): 
Theorem 1. Let K be connected and f : K + K a w.q.c. Let cp be a rotation on K, 
imbedding K in an orientable surface S. Let 4 by any wrapped rotation on R deriued 
from cp, imbedding R in an orientable surface !?. Let the duals L, L of K, k be 
imbedded on S , !? in the usual manner. Then there is a branched covering b : S - S 
of surfaces such that: the restriction of b to K is f, the restriction g of b to L is a 
wrapped quasi-cotlering of L, and the branch points of b occur over the singular 
vertices of K and L in S, and have branching indices equsl to their wrapping indices 
(with respect to f and g). 
For a discussion of branched coverings and branching indices, see Fox [2, p. 
25 11. The dualit in Theorem 1 is apparent from Fig. 1. 
In the case where f: k ---, K is a covering map, one obtains as a corollary a 
wrapped quasi-covering g I c ---, L of the duzls. This corollary would also be an 
immediate consequence of Theorem 7 of Gross and Tucker [6]. Indeed, our 
Theorem 1 simply generalizes this theorem of Gross and Tucker so as to display 
fully the duality involved in it. 
Fig. 1. 
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We have restricted attention here to orientable imbeddings, for simplicity. We 
shall discuss general imbeddings elsewhere. 
2. Ulfting current-voltage duals via wqds 
For simplicity, we shall consider the special case of Theorem 1 in which L and 
K are (respectively) dual current and voltage graphs in S, with currents and 
voltages P(e) in an abelian group I’. In this case, for any vertex ZI of IL with 
rotation cpU = (P,, . . . , e,) of the oriented edges out of u, we may define the excess 
(outward) current element p(u) = P(e,)+ l l l + p(e,,,) at the vertex v. In S, the face 
C*, of K corresponding to u then has the oriented boundary (t$, . . . ,2,,) carrying 
the trxees.e voltage p(P,) + l l l + fS(Z,,J = f?(v), where Zj is the oriented edge of K 
corresponding to the oriented edge ej of L, and where P( 6j) = P(ej). 
WC now apply Theorem 1, taking k to the KP, the usual derived graph of the 
volta,ge graph (K, p), with the usual “lifted” rotation on R derived from that of K 
on S. Without loss of generality we may 2 ss:irme k is connected (else we restrict 
attention to a component of k and to the appropriate subgroup of f). The usual 
projection f : R 3 K is a covering, and the: derived rotation imbeds .g in some 
orientable surface 3. Letting t be the dual of k in g, and applying Theorem 1, 
along with the topological theory of voltage graphs, we have that g : JC --* L is a 
wyc, and if v is a vertex of L with excess current p(v) having order 6, in f, then 
g ‘Q o) contains exactly If f/& vertices of L, each having wrapping index 6, over u 
relative to g. In particular, if Oi E g-‘(u), then d(Ui) = 8, l d(u). 
in our applications, we shall want z to have no loops or multi-edges. The 
following theorem gives a sufkient condition for this to bappen (we say two 
subgroup5 of a group f are “disjoinr” if they intersect in the identity element of 
Theorem 2. If L is simpficia!, and for every pair of u, t: 
subgroups (pb.4 ?j and #(uJ) generated by the excess 
p(v) are “disjoint”, then t will also be simplicial. 
Actually, even for non-abelian groups f it is not 
f 
of adjcrcent verfices of L the 
current elements /3(u) and 
difficult (after appropriate 
modifications - since fl( U) is no longer well-defined) to give necessary and suffi- 
cient conditions, in terms of the structure of the current graph (L, p) and its 
rotation q on S, that the “lifted” wqc L have no loops or multi-edges. Theorem 2 
is a 5pecial case of our resul+- cJ in [93. It is easy to prove Theorem 2 by considering 
the conditions that arise if faces of fi in s are to have multiple intersections. 
We further note that if every face of L in S is an m-gon, then K is regular of 
degree tar and 50 is KP = R; thus every face of z in !? will also be an m-gon. 
icortollsry 1. Suppose that (L, p) satisfies the hypotheses of Throrenz 2, with 
~.~rnt.r in 2, x Z,, such that, fqr each vertex v of L, the excess current p(v) has 
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order n. Let t be obtained from L uia the construction preceding Theorem 2. Then i: 
is isomorphic (as an undirected graph) to the compos~fion L[nK,]. Furthermore, if L 
is tri~ngui~r~y imbedded in S, then t is triangularly jmbedded in 3. 
The “composition” here is defined by Harary [7, p. 22-J Nameiy, if L is an 
undirected graph with no loops or multi-edges, then L[nK,] is obtained by 
replacing each vertex u of L by a set A, of n mutually nonadjacent vertices, and 
by replacing each edge uu of L by the complete bipartite graph K(A,, A,,) with 
parts A,, A,. 
3. Some applications 
We shall now apply Corollary E to some examples, and to a theorem. All 
currents will be in the group Z,, x Z,,, for some n. It is convenient to characterize 
which elements generate “disjoint” subgroups, and which elements are of order n, 
in Z,, x 2,. Thus we state a lemma, whose trivial proof is omitted. We let 2: 
denote the group of units of the ring Z,, of integers modulo n. 
Lemma 1. Let (a, b) and fc, d) be in 2, x 2,. 
(1) The order of (a, b) is n if and only if the greatest common divisor gcd (a. b) is 
relatively prime to n. (In particular this wiil occur if u or b is in Zf.) 
(2) For ((a, b)) and ((c, d?) to be “disjoint”, it is sufficent that ad - bc be in 2:. 
Remark. In part (2) of the lemma, note ad-bc = 1: 21 is a determinant. 
Example 1. The current graph (K3, p) in the sphere (see Fig. 2) has excess 
b 
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currents @(a)= (1, l), /3(b) =(--l,O), p(c)= (0, -1) of order n, which generate 
pairwise “disjoint” subgroups of Z, x Z,. By Corollary 1, K,,,,, which is 
K,[nK,], has a triangular orientablp surface imbedding. Thus, by Euler’s formula, 
we obtain the well-known genus Y(K,_,,,) = (“2’). (See [12].) 
Example 2. Let n be relatively prime to 6. The current graph (K,, F) in the 
sphere (see Fig. 3) has excess currents P(a) = (3,3), P(b) = (-2,0), /3(c) = (0, -I), 
and p(d)={-1, -2). Since &l, zt2, &3 are units modulo n, these excess currents 
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have order II in Z,, x Z,,, by Lemma 1. It is easy to use Lemma 1 to show that they 
gcncratc pairwise ‘*disjoint” subgroups - for example, 1-f -;I = -3 E Zz shows 
((3.3)) and ((- 1, -2)) are “disjoint”. 
By Corollary 1 9 K.,,.,,,n (which is K,[nK,]) has a triangular orientable surface 
imhedding for all n relatively prime to 6. This gives y(K,,,,,,,) = (n - 1)2, if 
gcdtn, 6) = 1. Jungerman [8] has proved the formula for all n Z 3. The case n = 3, 
where y = 5 f (3-l)‘, appears in White [ 1 S]. (Possibly our techniques, applied to 
nanabelian groups I‘ of order n2, may yield the other cases for n # 3. It can be 
shown that abelian groups will not suffice here, and it may be that our methods 
will not yield the full results of Jungerman for this problem.) 
Wc shall now build upon Examples 1 and 2 to prove a theorem about 
imbcddings of certain compositions C$nK,]. First we shall prove a lemma. 
krnma 2, Ler H he a bipartite graph with parts A, B and no isolated tlevtices, and 
with all edges directed from A to B. Then currents 0, f 1, *2, in the group Z of 
integers, rlaay be assigned to the oriented edges of H so that H becomes a current 
graph i H, p ) with excess outward currents * 1 at each vertex of A and f 1, *2 at 
each cevtex of B. 
Proof. It suffices to consider the case where H is a tree. We proceed by induction 
on the number of vertices of the tree H. 
Let II be a vertex of H which is adjacent to an endpoint of 23, and let 
L’t. t’,. . . . l t:, be all the endpoints of H which are adjacent to u. Let C be the set 
of non-endpoints of H which are adjacent to u (see Fig. 4). 
First suppose C= $9, so that H is a star. If v is odd, alternately assign currenTs 
I. - 3 to the edges uv,, UV,, L . . . uv, thereby giving excess currents of 1 at u and 
* 1 at t’l, 02, . . . , u,. If r is even and u E A, assign edge U, u the current 2 and 
alternately assign uv2, uv3, . . . , uv, the currents 1, - 1; this gives an excess current 
of - 1 at 11, of 2 at vl, and of *l at u2, . . . , 0,. If r is even and u E B, assign 
currents 1 to U, u and u2u, and aiternately assign currents 1, - 1 to 
llt’a. 14t4. . . , uo,; this gives excess currents of *l at u,, u2, . . , , v,, and -2 at u. 
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Now suppose Cf 8. If Y is even, alternately assign currents 1, - 1 to 
UU,, UQ, . . . , c/v,; then apply the hypothesis of induction to the tree H’= 
H-v,--v2-• - -v, to get the desired assignment of currents for H. If r is odd, first 
apply the hypothesis of induction to the !ree H’ to get acceptable excess currents 
at all vertices of H except vl, v2, . . . , v,, including some excess current /3 = 
p(u, H’) for u in H’. Let uv2, uvB, . . . . uv, alternately carry currents 1, - 1. We 
now assign an appropriate current pi to the oriented edge vIu. 
IfuEA,ther+islor -- 1, and (respectively) we let p, be 2 or -2; this gives an 
excess of f 1 out of u and f2 out of vl. 
If u E B, then p is one of 2, - 1, -2, or 1, and (respectively) we let F, be 1, I, 
-“I, or - 1; this gives an excess of 1, -2, - 1, or 2 at u, and an excess of f 1 at ul . 
The lemma now follows by mathematical induction. 
Remark. If H is a tree with all vertices of odd degree, the proof of the lemma 
actually shows that we may achieve an excess current of *II at every vertex of H. 
In general, if H is any graph with no isolated vertices, we may apply the lemma to 
each tree in some spanning forest of H (assigning currents 0 to the other edges 
not in the forest) to get excess currents *l, *2 at the vertices of H, with no two 
vertices adjacent in a tree both having excess *2. If some spanning forest of H 
has all vertices of odd degree, then we may achieve all excess currents as f 1. 
Theorem 3. Let G be an undirected simplicial graph with chromatic number 3 or 
4. Suppose G has a triangular imbedding in some orientable surface S. Then there 
exists an integer M such that, for all n relatively prime to M, the composition 
G[nK,] has a triangular orientable surface imbedding. In fact, if x(G) = 3 we may 
take M = 1, and if x(pG) = 4 we may take M= 30. 
Pro& The case where G has chromatic number 3 follows from a theorem of 
Bouchet [l, Corollary 5.21. In this case, G is easily seen to be Eulerian, with 
bichromatic dual in S. By Bouchet’s result, G[nK,] has the desired imbedding for 
all n, so we may take M= 1 in our theorem. (,4n independent proof, of the 
weaker result for all odd n, could be based on our Lemma 2, by the same method 
we shall use to do the case of 4-chromatic graphs G.) 
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Suppose now that G has chromatic number 4. Color the vertices of G with the 
colors 0, 1,2,3 so that the set of vertices with color 0 has maximum possible 
cardinality. Let Ai (i = 0, 1,2,3) be the set of vertices with color i. Note that for 
if 0, each vertex of Ai is adjacent to some vertex of A0 (else we could recolor the 
vertex with color 0 to enlarzp 4,). Also, since each vertex of G is in a triangle, 
every vertex in A,, is adjs$;ent to at least two other vertices of different colors 
from (1,2,3}. For i = 1,2, .*t let Hi be the subgraph spanned by all edges from Ai 
to A,,. Then M, is bipartite and has no isolated vertices. Furthermore, each vertex 
of At, is in at least two of the graphs HI, Hz, H3. If 0 =G i C f s 3, direct all edges of 
G between A,, Aj from Ai to Aj. This induces a direction of the edges on each of 
H,, Hz, BI.3. 
By Lemma 2, for each i (i = 1,2,3) we may assign integer currents from 
(0, f 1, *2} to the oriented edges of H,, so as to obtain a current graph (Hi, ai) in 
which each vertex of A,, has excess current *l and each vertex of Ai has excess 
current if or 5~2. 
I_et w - w’ be the homomorphism of G onto the graph Kd of Fig. 3, in which 
each vertex of A,,, A 1, AZ, A, is mapped (respectively) to a, b, c, d. We now 
“superpose” the integer current distribution of the (Hi, ai) onto the currents of 
Fig. 3 via this homomorphism of G, to obtain a current graph (G, p*), for the 
group Z,, x Z,, as follows: assign the current (0,O) to each edge of G neither of 
whose colds is in Al,; and if uu is an edge of G from A. to Ai (i = 1,2,3), let 
p*(utp) = cr,(uu)~(u’o’), where p is the current distribution of (K,, p) in Fig. 3. 
For example, if II E A,, and u f A, and ai( UU) = 2, then p*( uu) = > 0 (2,0) = (4,O). 
Let 11 be relatively prime to 30. Then *(a, b) and *2(a, b) generate the same 
subgroups of Z,, x 5,. It follows from the excess current elements p”(u) for u E Ai 
(i = l+ 2,31 generate (respectiveiy) the subgroups (( 1, 0)), ((0, 1)), and (( 1,2)), 
which are of order n and are mutually pairwise “disjoint” by Lemma 1. 
If u E Ao, then the excess current p”(u) is of the form q(2,O) + ~~(0, 1) + 
rJt( I, 21, where each Ei is 0, f 1 and at most one of q, l 2, e3 is 0. The set of all such 
elements is (up to a factor of *l): 
((1, l),(l,-l),fl,-2),(1,3),(1,-3),(2, 1)X,-1),(3,1),(3,2),(3,3)}. 
These arc easily seen, by Lemma 1, each to be of order y1 and to generate a 
subgroup *‘disjoint” from each of (( 1, W,\;, ((0, I)), and (( 1, 2)). 
The theorem now follows from Corollary 1. 
Remark. Jungerman [8] fotGnd rhat K3_J.3,3 = K4[3Kl] has no triangular imbcd- 
ding-in an orientable surface. Thus in Theorem 3 it is sometimes necessary that 
M =r I for certain 4-chromatic graphs G. Et would be of interest to determine what 
properties of G force M> 1. Although M = 30 suffices, this is sometimes too 
restrictive, as is shown by Example 3., 
3. Let G bt- the graph of the icosahedron, imbedded in the sphere, with 
vc”rticc~ colored 0, I, 2,3 as shown in Fiq. 5. 
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Let n be relatively prime to 6, and assiglr culrents in 2, x 2, to the arrows as 
shown (the edges without arrows carry current (0,O)). Here G has a spanning 
forest of three disjoint stars & each containing a vertex from each color class, 
and with centers each colored 0. We have simply copied on each star the current 
distribution of Fig. 3. The excess current at each vertex of color 0, 1,2,3 is 
respectively (3,3), (-2,0), (0, -l), (-1, -2). These are of order n, and generate 
pairwise “disjoint” subgroups, as was seen in Example 2. 
By Corollary 1, G[nK,] has a triangular imbedding for all n relatively prime to 
6, where G is the icosahedral graph. 
The following result is a corollary of the Four Color Theorem and our previous 
remarks: 
CorwIUy 2. Let G be a (simplicial) graph which has a triangular imbedding in the 
sphere. Then for all integers n relatively prime to 30, the graph G[nK,] has a 
triangular imbedding in an orientable surface. 
Remark. The genus of G[nK,] in Theorem 3 and in Corollary 2 is easily 
computed from the numbers p, q of vertices and edges of G, by using Euler’s 
formula. It is (1/6)(n*q - 3np + 6). For example, when G is the graph of the 
icosahedron and gcdl n, 6) = 1, we get y(G[nK,]) = (5n - l)(n - 1). 
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